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Proposition of policy topic ideas

A proposal for political speech makes a convincing argument about an approach to a controversial issue of social or public interest. For this speech, you must use everything you have learned this semester. It's also the hardest kind of speech to make, as you might ask your audience to change long-held
beliefs and opinions. Now you can take the soapbox and argue about what keeps you awake at night or roars in front of the TV. Your speech will take a stand and argue both about a problem and about the solution. You will use your opinion, yes, but it will have become a learned opinion, as a result of
your research and reading. You need to quote 4 external sources to demonstrate your credibility. A Proposition of Policy Speech: --answers the question: Should a particular course of action be taken; --argument for or against solutions; --contains the word should; --may contain a proposal for fact-finding;
--can ask for the audience to passively agree; --can ask the audience to act immediately. ANALYSIS AND ORGANIZING PROPOSITIONS OF POLICY In general, you convince us that a serious problem needs our attention (with evidence about its causes and effects), and that you have found a solution
(may be yours alone or yours and a combination of your expert sources; does not have to solve the problem completely). In this speech, you will first make us miserable with the PROBLEM – then create our need to hear about the SOLUTION. Think of policy speeches on needs, plan, and practicality. Add
these questions to your ORGANIZATION: Organizational Strategy One: I. Problem II. Solution Organizational Strategy 2: I. Problem II. Causes III. Solution Organization Strategy Three: Monroe's Motivated Sequence Attention (in the Intro) I. Need II. Satisfaction III. Visualization IV. Action Organization
Strategy Four: Comparative Advantages --use when the audience already agrees with you about the causes and effects of the problem; --focus on discussing the strengths of competing solutions. What is the Proposition of Policy Speech SIMILIAR to the Proposition of Fact Speech? They are arguing
about a public or social problem. Experts debate and disagree, and you join that conversation. They do not inform the audience; Instead, you take a stand and argue. WHY do I have to interpret facts? Isn't that a fact, well, a fact? If people disagree, isn't it really just a question that you don't know the
truth? Consider two doctors – each went to the same medical school, received the same grades in state boards and Positions in local hospitals. Nevertheless, it is believed that life at birth (pro-choice); while the other believes that life begins at conception (pro-life). When experts disagree on facts (and
values), we have sentence arguments in which facts are used to support claims and the facts themselves are often disputed. In this speech, you will be arguing about a serious problem that deals with the impact and causes of the problem. The controversies for your topic will be found in the causes and
effects of the problem. However, each issue will have different controversies. For example, most people agree on the impact of juvenile delinquency or unemployment, but we could disagree on the causes. Make sure you distinguish between primary and secondary causes. For juvenile violence you will
admit that there are other causes than those you have chosen, but your causes are more important (primary) than the other (secondary) I intelligent people do not with my position. Should I ignore them? Joke about her? NO – you want to acknowledge that intelligent people disagree with you. Then
respectfully show how they are wrong in their conclusions. Expect objections in your speech. You should guide your surveys and research. JDemonstrate Rhetoric Sensitivity – the talk should be about the audience's relationship to the subject and secondly about your relationship to the subject. Use
pronouns, you, our son. Invite the audience to introduce themselves in the examples you use. Use rhetorical questions to shape the audience's thinking. Don't use all the research you've found — only the strongest information should appear in your speeches. C Use all three types of evidence: --Statistics
--Examples --Testimony - Demonstrate Clear Organization Introduction Attention Getter Reveal Topic Credibility Statement Body — the bulk of your speech. Your main points match your preview. Transitions separate main points conclusion signals the end, recapitulate matches preview OTHER
IMPORTANT GUIDELINES ==Time: 6-8 minutes ==Delivery: Extemporaneous ==Fashion: Convincing==Cite 4 sources DURING the speech ==TYPED Outline must be delivered on the day of the speech before you can give your speech. Make sure you check the checklist from the Informative Speech
REVIEW! Oh NO, I still can't get started.... What shall I do??? After you've researched the subject and covered in materials, you need to take a step back and ask yourself these two very general questions: What is my specific purpose? To convince my audience that _____ is a serious problem. What is
my central idea? _______ is a Problem because it has _______ effects and is caused by ____________ and requires ___________ as a solution. Sometimes it is difficult to make a keynote speech, and we all may all need a few hints. A good clean political speech is similar to a convincing speech in
which the that you need to present a specific side of an argument and use compelling language to demonstrate your point of view. You should also make sure that you have thoroughly researched all the arguments you will propose on a topic, otherwise it is unlikely that your speech will be effective. First

of all, your speech should focus on describing all the problems while persuading your listener or audience to take what you describe seriously. Your audience should be able to understand why the problem you suggest in political language issues is important to them, and you should encourage the
audience to think about how to solve problems you have presented. In this way, you can be sure that the dialogue will flow and the topic will make people think – you will all be prepared for a good conversation. Once you have outlined and presented the topic and encouraged your audience to think about
the ideas, you can give your personal opinion on this topic. Do you think this policy is being implemented, or what do you want to see done personally? Is this policy currently effective or harmful to society? Whatever opinions you have, make sure you've done plenty of previous research on this topic so
you can give a sound opinion, not just an emotional response. Public policy and law are often controversial issues – it's no wonder that many people say you shouldn't talk about politics because it can lead to a lot of heated arguments. However, it is untrue that political debates must be silenced. If there
are important points to discuss, why should we not give dialogue a chance? Be tactful and respectful in your approach and try not to offend the deep beliefs of a people as they do best, even though the line here is often fine. Use your best judgment in all circumstances. Here we combine a list of political
speech ideas that you could use for a convincing speech. They can be used in all sorts of conversations and for all ages – they are political language topics for college students, mature adults, and anyone else willing to have a discussion. Think about which ones you would like to discuss and become
passionate about, then go out and encourage an interesting and thought-provoking dialogue on these compelling political speech essays! The Right to Know Law Positive Discrimination and Positive Action Common Agricultural Policy Climate Policy Mandatory tests for drugs in the workplace Workplace
and public places Nepotism in government Female genital mutilation Reform of the election of government officials and deputies Defense budgets and politics Corruption in the economy Change classroom sizes Subsidies for agricultural transgender law reforms to allow more rights Expansion of oil and
gas drilling Economic productivity vs. individual prosperity priorities for public safety and defense The Die Die Art in museums and public places Censorship of certain forms of violent music Allow more video surveillance in public places to allow reforms for victims of flood disasters Combating gender
discrimination in the workplace Mandatory identity cards for all citizens Participation policies for all citizens Participation policy Practice in schools And workplace Teaching pseudoscience in schools Pollution and prohibition of car races Public procedures for natural disasters Discrimination in the
workplace based on hair color Legal reforms on acid attacks The Conservation Stop and Search Protocols Gun Property Rights and the Sale of Guns in Shops Teaching Feminism in High School Immigration Law Reforms (numbers that can come, countries that are allowed in, visa laws, etc.) Change in
kindergarten start times Homeschooling Children should not be allowed to Enforcing Better Hygiene Standards Prisoner Reforms Reforms For Public Pensions Policy for Gambling on Sports Events Euthanasia should be allowed and should legally allow pornography online reforms on judicial law Bribery
in government laws on forms of physical and emotional harassment Changing the minimum age for gambling Foreign agenda Priorities for UN restrictions on parliamentary jargon and esoteric terms pay-for-performance salary for teachers Revenge pornography Equal employment Safe sales of human
rights Break times Blood transfusions for Jehovah's Witnesses The age at which children can undergo surgery to change their gender The responsibility for child actions drug policy Longer periods of holiday tolerance and racist slander Illegalize sexist images of women on the Internet Foreign policy
Teaching about the development in schools politics on cyclists mandatory helmet swear right to die Laws Rules on recycling Make all schools coed decreasing the minimum age From the time you can buy cigarettes, ban political organizations from speaking on college campuses Reform of health policy
State requirement for physical education The protection of hate speech procedures for customer complaints Privatization of prisons Companies policy on the electricity consumption Putting controls on traffic fairs Teaching sex education in schools Change the term of office for teachers Unfair police
brutality Corruption in politics Reform of politics Law reforms to free speech Smoking in public places Artificial intelligence to pay for school homework Ban on the Ten Commandments in U.S. courtrooms Policy of language legalization of prostitutes and brothels brothels Loopholes in tax laws The National
Tobacco Billing Selections the minimum age at which you can buy alcohol Reform of Social Security laws on the medical investigation Change Whistleblower procedures Sex education as parental responsibility Censorship of the Internet Taxing the super-rich strengthening teen dating violence laws
Changing the minimum age for election in general elections Try children in the legal system as adults make meals in school completely free
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